PRODUCT BRIEF

Enterprise Network Edge
Providing secure, uncompromising performance as your network needs evolve.
Enterprise Network Edge gives large-scale organizations the ability to transition to a hybrid network architecture built
around advanced SD-WAN technologies. Powered by Fortinet, Enterprise Network Edge offers access to multiple cloud
instances and advanced security with throughput speeds up to 100 Gbps, while also supporting distributed workforces. This
delivers a better digital experience for your teams and creates a flexible network that can quickly meet the evolving needs of
your organization.

Powerful, adaptable and fully supported: Enterprise Network Edge enhances the digital experience.
Enterprise Network Edge also supports single-site organizations that require high-capacity throughput speeds and low
latency while keeping it all secure. No matter what your needs are, Enterprise Network Edge can support your most demanding
applications. And as your trusted partner, Spectrum Enterprise will provide a consultative approach from design through
implementation to ensure a smooth network transition.

Enterprise Network Edge simplifies the transition to a hybrid architecture and creates a secure SD-WAN environment
throughout your public network.
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Product highlights

Key benefits

• Scalable performance: Adopt an SD-WAN solution with
low latency, intelligent routing for critical applications and
scalability for thousands of locations.

• Supports employee productivity across multiple
locations and cloud connections for an exceptional
digital experience.

• Designed for the cloud: Connect to multiple cloud service
providers simultaneously to create a seamless and secure
user experience.

• Gives employees across your organization consistent,
high-performing access to the cloud applications that
streamline workflows.

• Enhanced security: Incorporate firewalls and unified threat
management (UTM) with provider-managed, integrated
security from the edge to the cloud.

• Strengthens the security of your network with automated
updates while supporting throughput speeds up to
100 Gbps.

• Remote work ready: Enable remote workers to securely
connect to your network with support for up to 50,000
people and no additional licenses to buy.

• Extends your network resources to team members
at home or on the road to facilitate collaboration and
communication no matter their location.

• Flexible management: Choose the level of management
you desire, allowing your team to control what they want
and consult with us for the rest.

• Minimizes time spent on network administration by giving
your team a range of options — from co-managed to a fully
managed solution.

• Comprehensive control: Gain visibility into performance,
routing, SD-WAN configuration, firewall settings and
other network components across locations with a
centralized portal.

• Offers instant visibility into network usage and performance
of your public network for faster and better decision making.

• Multiple connectivity options: We have the right
connectivity and service-level agreement (SLA) to
meet your needs, based on our national reach as a
facilities-based provider.

• Expands your connection options with choices such
as dedicated Fiber Internet Access, Ethernet Services,
Spectrum Business Internet and Wireless Internet, or bring
your own internet, Ethernet or MPLS.

• Minimize expenses: Create a secure, cost-effective
SD-WAN solution with no infrastructure to purchase, no
hardware to maintain and no vendor lock-in — all for one
monthly cost.

• Lowers costs and creates efficiencies compared to MPLS
and other private networks.

• Several deployment options: Select the network
architecture that best fits your needs — a public/private
structure or transition to a fully public network over time.

• Provides the ability to transition at your own pace while
continuing to meet the needs of your organization.

About Spectrum Enterprise
Spectrum Enterprise, a part of Charter Communications, Inc., is a national provider of scalable, fiber technology solutions serving many of America’s
largest businesses and communications service providers. The broad Spectrum Enterprise portfolio includes networking and managed services
solutions: Internet access, Ethernet access and networks, Voice and TV solutions. The Spectrum Enterprise team of experts works closely with clients to
achieve greater business success by providing solutions designed to meet their evolving needs. For more information, visit enterprise.spectrum.com.
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